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a b s t r a c t

We describe magnetometry measurements performed on nanocomposite films formed of Fe nano-
particles embedded in Al matrix. The samples were prepared using a flexible co-deposition technique
under Ultra-High Vacuum (UHV) environments. Fe nanoparticles, made by using a gas aggregation
source, were co-deposited with an atomic Al beam, made by an MBE source. The Volume Filling Fraction
(VFF) of nanoparticles was varied controllably between 4% and 45%, while the mean diameter of Fe
nanoparticles produced by the source was � 2 nm. Fe K edge extended x-ray absorption fine structure
(EXAFS) experiments show that there is a high degree of alloying between Fe nanoparticles and Al atoms.
Magnetism in the embedded Fe nanoparticle samples was investigated using a SQUID magnetometer.
Atomic moment of Fe in the Fe/Al nanocomposite films increases slightly when the proportion of Fe
nanoparticles is increased, but is still significantly lower than the bulk Fe value. In a more detailed
analysis, the magnetisation curves were fitted using the Random Anisotropy Model (RAM) which allowed
the exchange field and random anisotropy field to be evaluated. The findings and issues raised by this
approach are discussed.

© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The novel properties of nanoparticles in the nanosize range,
which are using as bulding blocks of materials in many area, are
hugly important in nanotechnology. This is why in the last few
decades this technology has inspired a vast amount of research.
Nanoparticles have attracted plenty of interest because of their
distinctive novel properties rising from their small size. With
decreasing size of nanoparticles for sizes smaller than 10 nm, atom
concentiration at the surface layer starts to increase significantly.
The atoms located at the surface have a reduced coordination
relative to atoms in the bulk; this leads to narrowing effect on the
d and f energy bands, which are liable to the magnetisation in rare
earth metals and transition metals respectively, giving rise to size-
dependent nanoparticle properties [1,2,6]. The size dependency of
nanoparticles properties make them different from both the atomic
and bulk states. Experimental results from previous research show
nd Astronomy, University of
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that both enhancements and reductions in atomic moments have
been observed for small enough nanoparticles [1e6]. Permanent
ferromagnetic moments have been investigated in nanoparticles
that are non-magnetic in bulk form [7].

The atomic structure of embedded nanoparticles is highly crit-
ical when determining themagnetic properties of nanoparticles. By
changing the atomic structure of embedded nanoparticles, signifi-
cant changes can be expected in their magnetic propeties, as has
been revealed before for Fe and Co nanoparticles [8e21]. One way
of achieving this is embedding nanoparticles in a different suitable
matrix material systems. To perepare the films of such kind of
systems the flexible low energy cluster beam deposition (LECBD)
technique [22] can be carried out, where nanoparticles coming
from a nanoparticle source and matrix materials coming from a
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) sources are codeposited. Using this
technique is highly effective way controling over the atomic
structure and volume fraction of the embedded nanoparticles.
Atomic structure changes have been observed previously for Fe
matrix-embedded Co nanoparticles, where the atomic structure of
the Co nanoparticles switched from the hcp to the bcc structure.
Higher atomic moments were observed for bcc Co nanoparticles
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Fig. 1. Size distribution of Fe nanoparticles produced by the cluster source. The line
shows a log-normal fit to the data.
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[15]. Another example is that of Fe nanoparticles in an fcc Cu1-xAux
matrix, in which increasing concentration of Au in the alloy led to a
stretching in the CueCu interatomic distance in the alloy matrix
and, in turn, led to a stretching in the FeeFe interatomic distance in
the fcc Fe nanoparticle structure. The structural change in Fe
nanoparticles led to a sharp incerease in atomic moment to as high
as ~2.5 mB/atom which is higher than the bcc bulk Fe value (2.2 mB/
atom) [20]. Managing magnetic propeties in nanocomposite ma-
terials through a highly control on the atomic structure is an
important objective for developing new cluster-assembled high
performance magnetic devices in many areas, such as magnetic
recording [23] and various biomedical application including the
treatment of cancer using hyperthermia [24,25].

In this work, we show the results of extended x-ray absorbtion
fine structure (EXAFS) and SQUID magnetometry experiments,
performed on films consisting of Al matrix-embedded Fe nano-
particles. The nanocomposite thin films were made by the flexible
LECBD technique [22]. The structure of atom in the Al-embedded Fe
nanoparticles was determined by applying a two shell fit (an FeeAl
shell and an FeeFe shell) to the data obtained in the EXAFS
experiment, whereas the magnetic moments were obtained from
the sample saturation magnetisations measured in the magne-
tometry measurements. The local magnetic interaction between
the embedded Fe nanoparticles was probed using the Random
Anisotropy Model (RAM).

2. Experimental details

The LECBD co-deposition technique [22] was used in order to
deposit the nanoparticles and matrix materials onto poly-ether-
ether-ketone (PEEK) substrates (dimension of 11 mm� 20 mm).
Fe nanoparticles and Al matrix material were deposited using a gas
aggregation cluster source [26,27] and a molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) source respectively under ultra high vacuum (UHV) envi-
ronments. The deposition rates of the Fe nanoparticles and Al
matrix material were determined using a crystal thickness monitor
(XTM); in this way the volume filling fraction (VFF) of embedded
nanoparticles in the film could be selected by choosing the
appropriate deposition rates. The deposition rate for the Fe nano-
particles was aound 1.5 Åmin�1 while deposition rates for the Al
matrix material varied from about 2 to 25 Åmin�1, dependant on
the volume filling fraction. The substrate temperature during
deposition was 25 �C.

Detailed information relating to the cluster source is described
elsewhere [25,27]. Briefly, though, it is a thermal gas aggreagation
source that can produce Fe nanoparticles in the size range from 1 to
5 nm with a most probable nanoparticle size at around 2 nm. The
nanoparticles are formed by evaporating Fe vapour from a heated
crucible into a He background at a pressure of 3mbar; condensa-
tion from the resulting separated vapour leads to the formation of
Fe nanoparticles. Differential pumping within the source reduces
the background He pressure in the deposition chamber to
~10�5mbar. The base pressure of the system is 2� 10�10mbar or
better. A quadrupole mass filter, mounted axially within the source,
enables nanoparticle sizes to be measured. The size of Fe nano-
particles, with lognormal distribution, produced by the cluster
source (when operating under the conditions described above) is
shown in Fig. 1.

The samples were made at different volume filling fractions
(VFF), from dilute samples to a pure iron nanopartcle film. To
investigate the effects of varying the particle-particle interaction,
the volume fraction was increased gradually. Before depositing the
nanoparticles, a 200 Å film of Ag buffer layer was deposited on the
substrate; the films were capped with Ag to avoid oxidation when
the films were removed from the deposition chamber.
The structure of atoms in the Al-embedded Fe nanoparticles has
been investigated using Fe K edge EXAFS experiments which was
carried out on Beamline B18 at the Diamond Light Source in
Oxfordshire, UK. 36-element Ge dedector was used in fluoresence
mode to obtained x-ray absorption spectra at room temperature.
The double crystal Si(111) monocrhromator is designed to chose
the energy of x-rays. The intensity of x-ray was obtained from
ionisation chamber, is feded by He gas flow. The EXAFS spectra c(k)
was provided using the computer program PySpline [28] with
measuring background substracted and normalized spectra. Ala-
lysing of these spectra gives details about local environment in
structure such as coordinations Ni, interatomic distances ri and
mean square variations in interatomic distance si

2 (DebyeeWaller
factors). The fast curve wave theory [30] was used to analyse the
EXAFS spectra c(k) with the EXCURV98 program [29]. The potan-
tials of atomic scattering and shifting in phase were used the
Hedin-Lundqvist potentials in program, which are related to the
reduction effects on amplitute in EXAFS [31]. All errors are within
plus or minus two standard deviations.

Magnetic moment of samples against to applied magnetic field
was measured the magnetic field between ±5 Tat a 2 K tempera-
ture, whereas ZFC and FC graphs were measured the temperature
between 2 and 350 K under an applied fixed 0.01 T magnetic field
using a SQUID magnetometer. With the total amount of Fe in the
samples known, the net atomic moments of each Fe atom could be
obtained directly from the sample magnetic moments saturation
values. The Random Anisotropy Model (RAM) was applied to
investigate the local magnetic interaction between Fe nano-
particles, in Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al matrix films, and also
in a film consisting purely of Fe nanoparticles.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Atomic moments and structure for Fe nanoparticles embedded
in an Al matrix

Magnetisation curves measured at 2 K for nanocomposite films
with various volume fractions of embedded Fe nanoparticles, and
for the pure iron nanoparticle film, are shown in Fig. 2. The same
magnetisation curves are shown in Fig. 3 but over a reduced
magnetic field range. Hysteresis behaviour is evident in the curves
in Fig. 3, which confirms that (at 2 K) the samples behave



Fig. 2. Magnetisation curves for films of Fe nanoparticles in Al matrices at different
volume fraction, and a pure Fe nanoparticles film at 2 K.

Fig. 3. Magnetisation curves for films of Fe nanoparticles in Al matrices at different
volume fraction, and a pure Fe nanoparticles film (magnetic field range between �0.2
and 0.2 T) at 2 K.

Fig. 4. Magnetic moment per Fe atom value, versus volume filling fraction of Fe
nanoparticles in Al.
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ferromagnetically (rather than superparamagnetically). As can be
seen from the figure, the coercivities lie in the range 0.02e0.08 T.
The magnetic moments of each Fe atom, obtained from the satu-
ration magnetisations, are shown in Fig. 4.

It can be seen from Fig. 4 that the atomic Fe moments in Al-
embedded Fe nanoparticles are much less than the value for bulk
Fe (2.2 mB/atom). The atomic moment for the 4.2% VFF Fe/Al sample,
where the nanoparticles are completely isolated from each other, is
as low as 0.75 mB/atom. It should be noted that the data for the pure
Fe nanoparticle film implies an atomic moment around 1 mB/atom
for this sample. This is at the first slightly puzzling as the atomic
moments would be expected to be around the Fe bulk value in a
pure Fe nanoparticle film [32]. However there is an exchange bias
present in the magnetisation curve for this sample, which implies a
degree of oxidation; this would account for a reduction in the
atomic Fe moments. No exchange bias effects are present in the
data for the films of Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al. So oxidation
is not the reason for the low moments seen in these samples.
Reductions in atomic moments of magnetic nanoparticles have
been seen previously when the nanoparticles are embedded at
dilute VFF in certain matrix materials. A low Fe atomic moment
value was observed for embedded Fe nanoparticles at dilute VFF in
a Cu matrix by Baker at el [18]. The measured atomic moments had
low values between 0.4 and 0.9 mB/atom, the reason being a clear
structural change in the Cu-embedded Fe nanoparticles from bcc to
fcc (of the Cu host) at low filling fractions. Measurements made the
temperature at between 2 and 300 K within experimental error,
showed the same magnetisations and therefore atomic moments.
The observation at 2 K of hysteresis showed that the fcc Fe nano-
particles were magnetic at this temperature, whereas they were
found to be superparamagnetic at 300 K. The result showed that
the fcc Fe nanoparticles were not antiferromagnetic, unlike previ-
ous studies for more fcc Fe precipitates in Cu [33e35]. However a
change to fcc is not expected for Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al.
Al and Ag both have an fcc structure and very similar lattice pa-
rameters (4.05 Å and 4.09 Å respectively). Fe nanoparticles
embedded at dilute VFF in Ag have the bulk Fe bcc structure [16]
and atomic moment [32]. So (at least in the absence of any other
structural changes), an fcc structure is not likely in the Al-
embedded Fe nanoparticles.

Co nanoparticles embedded in matrices of Cu and Ag have been
observed to havemoments very similar to the bulk Co value [36,37].
However, for Mn matrix-embedded Co nanoparticles, the atomic
moment per atom is significantly lower than the bulk value [38];
this work report that the Mn-embedded Co nanoparticles had
atomic moments that were less than half the bulk Co value (1.7 mB/
atom). In this case the reason for the reduction of the magnetic
moment that was experimentally observed was attributed to
considerable alloying between Co and Mn.

In our most recent study; we used the EXAFS measurements to
show alloying between the Fe nanoparticles and Al matrix in-
terfaces [50]. Fig. 5(i) and Fig. 5(ii) displays Fe K edge EXAFS (k3-
weighted) and associated Fourier transform for a pure Al matrix-
embedded Fe nanoparticles and Fe MBE film respectively. Table 1
shows the fit parameters ri, 2si2 and Ni obtained after applying
two shell fit (one FeeAl, one FeeFe) to the this data. The fit results
for Ni show that each Fe atoms are surrounded by mostly Al atoms
rather than Fe. The EXAFS results showed that there are high degree
of alloying between the Fe/Al interfaces. Furthermore the alloy
structure is consistent within the errors with a bcc FeAl alloy



Fig. 5. Fe K edge EXAFS spectrum c, weighted by k3, and associated Fourier transform for (i) a Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al with 5.9% VFF film, (ii) an Fe MBE film. The full line
represents the data while the dashed line represents the fit to the data. Reproduced with permission from Ref. [50]. Copyright 2019 by the Elsevier.

Table 1
Structural parameters ri and 2si2 (interatomic distances and DebyeeWaller factors
respectively) obtained from fits to the Fe K edge EXAFS spectrummeasured for a film
of Fe nanoparticles embedded in an Al matrix. Reproduced with permission from
Ref. [50]. Copyright 2019 by the Elsevier.

rFe-Al¼ 2.52± 0.02Å
rFe-Fe¼ 2.55± 0.03Å
2s2 FeeAl¼ 0.031± 0.012Å2

2s2 FeeFe¼ 0.014± 0.010Å2

N FeeAl¼ 6.5± 0.9
N FeeFe¼ 0.8± 1.0
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structure, for which low atomic moments have previously been
reported [39]. [The results of data analysis for Fe MBE film shows
that the film entirely fit to the bcc structure as can be predicted for a
Fe film and as reported elsewhere e.g. Ref. [18]].

The low atomic Fe moments measured in the films of Al-
embedded Fe nanoparticles are therefore consistent with amount
of alloying between the Fe nanoparticles and the Al matrix. As the
VFF of Fe nanoparticles in the Al matrix increases, aggregates of
nanoparticles becomemore likely. When the VFF approaches the 3-
D percolation threshold of̴ 25%, the number of aggregates will be
significant. If large aggregates of nanoparticles are less alloyed than
single nanoparticles, the net atomic Fe moment should increase
with increasing VFF. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the rise in atomic
moment is rather gradual, indicating that the degree of alloying
remains significant across the composition range investigated.
3.2. Fitting magnetometry data to the random anisotropy model

The Random Anisotropy Model (RAM) was used to further
analyse the magnetic data for Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al. In
the last few decades, this model has been developed by various
authors [40e42]. In the RAM formalism, the ground state of a
magnetic granular film is defined by the relative strength of an RA
(random anisotropy) field Hr:

Hr ¼ 2Kr

MS
(1)

and an exchange field Hex :

Hex ¼ 2A

MSR
2
a

(2)

where Kr is the anisotropy of the grain, MS is the saturation mag-
netisation, A is the exchange constant for the interaction between
the neighbouring particles and Ra is the characteristic grain size for
the anisotropy (i.e. the particle size). The relative strength between
them is described by the dimensionless ratio:
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lr ¼ Hr

Hex
¼ KrR2a

A
(3)

Although the model has been developed to investigate amor-
phous, where the randomly oriented anisotropy is determined by
local atomic order, it is also a good approach to describe the mag-
netisation in cluster films [43e45]; the particle size is known so the
distance Ra over which anisotropy is correlated is well defined also.
Additionally Loffler et al. [46] mentioned that the intra-particle
exchange interaction is stronger than the exchange interaction
between the particles at the boundaries.

The approach to saturation magnetisation in the measured data
is examined in more detail, and compared with the predictions
from the random anisotropy model (RAM). As reported by Chud-
novsky [47] the approach to saturation is given in three dimensions
by

M ¼ Ms

 
1� 1

30
lr2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hex

p ð∞
0

dxCðxÞx2exp
h
� x

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hex

p i!
(4)

In equation (4), hex¼ H/Hex, lr¼ Hr/Hex and C(x) is the correlation
function describing the distance over which the anisotropy axes are
correlated, where C(0)¼ 1 and C(x ¼ r/Ra >1)¼ 0. For cluster films
formed from mono-sized particles, the correlation function can be
taken as a step function, with C(x� 1)¼ 1 and C(x> 1)¼ 0 [45].
Defining parameter p as

p2¼ hex

and performing the integration, equation (4) becomes

M ¼ MS

�
1� lr2

30p4

h
2� e�p

�
2þ 2pþ p2

�i�
(5)

This expression was used to fit the approach to saturation
magnetisation, measured in the films of Al-embedded Fe nano-
particles as well as the pure Fe nanocluster film. Optimised fits
were obtained by means of a spread-sheet programming approach,
using the Origin package, with the optimised fit determined from
least squares minimisation. The films displayed hysteresis, so the
applied field H was replaced by H-HC in the fits [41]. The fitting
procedure allowed us to extract two important parameters. These
are the exchange field Hex, related to the local interaction between
neighbouring particles, and the other one is the relative strength of
the random anisotropy field Hr, related to the internal anisotropy
within each particle.

For lr> 1 (Hr>Hex), at zero field themagnetic correlation length
is equal to Ra, and the each particle magnetic vector is pointed
throughout the local intra-particle anisotropy axis. Magnetisation
would be same as a spin glass at absolute zero. The magnetic sus-
ceptibility would be small in this state, and for a reorientation of the
spins of the particles a large magnetic field would be necessary.
With increasing particle-particle exchange interaction or
decreasing particle-particle anisotropy the magnetic order be-
comes like correlated spin glass where the magnetic moment of
each particles are mostly aligned same direction, however
switching direction of magnetic moment alignment along to the
system leads to smooth rotation of the magnetisation with a
magnetic correlation length which is a factor 1/lr2 larger than the
particle size [41]. Therefore when lr¼ 1, the ground state should in
principle change from a spin glass to a correlated super-spin glass.
The absolute value of lr could be affected by various factors
including the angular distribution of the anisotropy axes; Loffler
et al. [46] reported that a film produced from nanoclusters with
lr¼ 2 still maintained its correlated super-spin glass state. The
nonordered correlated super-spin glass form is fragile and a little
amount of applied field produces a ferromagnet with wandering
axes [41]. The crossover field is given by Hco ¼ 2A

MSR
2
a
[49].

Fig. 6 (a)-(d) show the measured approach to saturation at 2 K
for all samples, along with the fits to the data. Fig. 6 (e) summarizes
how the fit parameters Hex and Hr vary as increased Fe nanoparticle
content in the Al matrix. For the pure Fe nanoparticle film, the value
for the random anisotropy field Hr is larger than that found previ-
ously in Fe nanoparticle films [43]. This could imply a higher value
for the anisotropy constant Kr than was measured previously
(2.5� 105 Jm�3) for Fe nanoparticles in Ag [44] (as can be seen from
equation (1)). A thin oxide shell around the nanoparticles, consis-
tent with the partial oxidation seen in this sample, would lead to an
increased anisotropy. However it should also be noted that partial
oxidation would be expected to lead to a lower saturation mag-
netistion Ms which would also serve to increase Hr. It can also be
noted that the exchange field for the film of pure Fe nanoparticle is
lower than values measured previously [43]. This is consistent with
the exchange as a result of the oxidation on the shell. For the Al-
embedded Fe nanoparticles films, the values of Hr and, to a
smaller extent, Hex are rather different in the 4.2% VFF film than for
the other samples. This is likely due to the fact that the RAMmodel
is not applicable for this dilute sample (where the nanoparticles are
well separated), rather than to a significant trend. Moving to the
18.25% VFF film, it can be seen that Hex is low (0.14T), rising slightly
as the VFF is increased, towards the valuemeasured in the (partially
oxidised) Fe nanoparticle film. From equation (2) it can be seen that
Hex is proportional to A (the exchange constant between neigh-
bouring particles), and inversely proportional to Ms (the saturation
magnetisation). Since A should scale as Ms

2, Hex should scale with
Ms. The trends in Hex with VFF, and atomic Fe moment with VFF
(Fig. 2), are similar to one another, which is therefore consistent
with the prediction that Hex should scale withMs. The increase in Hr

with VFF is qualitatively similar to that seen for Fe nanoparticles
embedded in Co [48].

3.3. Field-cooled and zero-field-cooled magnetic measurements for
Al-embedded Fe nanoparticles

The conventional FC (field-cooled) and ZFC (zero-field cooled)
curves were obtained with an applied field of 0.01 T for the Fe
nanoparticle films in Al. The FC/ZFC magnetisation curves for the
4.2% VFF Fe/Al film are shown in Fig. 7.

The overall form of the curves is characteristic of a super-
paramagnetic assembly. This relates to a system as reported pre-
viously for the dilute film of Fe nanoparticles in a Ag matrix, where
magnetic nanoparticles are well separated each other in a non-
magnetic matrix [44]. The ZFC curve peak gives an estimated
mean blocking temperature. For the temperatures higher than
blocking temperature (around 9K), there is not any significant dif-
ferences were observed between the FC and ZFC curves, as ex-
pected by the Langevin function for a uniform applied magnetic
field. First separation on the FC/ZFC curves was observed at the
blocking temperature where the anisotropy barrier has the highest
value. Below the blocking temperature the magnetisation in each
nanoparticle becomes frozen along its local anisotropy axis.

For higher volume fraction of nanoparticles, the FC and ZFC data
is evidence of interaction between the nanoparticles in the film. As
illustrated in Fig. 8, both FC and ZFC curves reach to peak around
the 200 K for a sample with 18.25% VFF of nanoparticles. FC curve
decreases slightly and makes a pleteau at low temperature, while



Fig. 6. (a)e(d) Approach to saturation magnetisation of Fe nanoparticles embedded in Al matrices with different volume filling fraction, measured at 2 K. (e) Fitted values of Hr and
Hex as a function of Fe VFF.
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ZFC curve continuously decreasing. These beheviours are associ-
ated with a coordinated freezing of particle moments, and char-
acteristically identical for the spin glass systems. These effects were
reported before for Fe nanoparticles in a Ag matrix with higher
volume fractions [44]. Also as in this report, we observe an increase
in blocking temperature as increased VFF of nanoparticles. Ac-
cording to the authors in Ref. [44], two types of magnetic interac-
tion were required to explain the observed behaviour. The first of
these is the exchange interaction between the individual nano-
particle couples into aggregates, allowing to an increase in Tb. The
second interaction is a dipolar interaction between aggregates.
4. Conclusions

We have observed that alloying between the Fe nanoparticles
and Al matrix leads to the atomic moments of Fe much lower than
the bulk Fe value in Al-embedded Fe nanoparticles. The RAM was
employed to investigate the local magnetic interaction of Fe
nanoparticles. It was found that for pure Fe nanoparticles (albeit
partially oxidised) the random anisotropy field Hr has a maximum
value and decreases slightly with decreasing volume fraction of Fe
for the Fe nanoparticle/Al matrix samples. The exchange field Hex in
the Al-embedded Fe nanoparticle samples is lower than for pure Fe,



Fig. 7. ZFC and FC magnetisation curves for Fe nanoparticles in Al at a VFF of 4.2%,
measured with an applied 0.01 T field.

Fig. 8. ZFC and FC magnetisation curves for Fe nanoparticles in Al at a VFF of 18.25%
with an applied field of 0.01 T.
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although increases slightly with increasing Fe volume fraction. The
FC-ZFC magnetisation data for dilute (4.2% VFF) Fe in Al indicates
superparamagnetic behaviour. However as increased volume frac-
tion of Fe in Al to 18.25%, the effective blocking temperature in-
creases to a higher value due to magnetic interactions related to a
coordinated freezing of particle moments, and spin glass systems.
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